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Tony Richardson was a key figure in British cinema of the 1950s and 1960s. Having established himself in
the theatre with the first production of John Osbornes landmark play Look Back in Anger, he became a

central director in the New Wave, bringing greater realism to British cinema. He went on to make some of the
most significant films of the 1960s including the multi Oscar-winning Tom Jones.This detailed and

authoritative account of Richardson's career provides a reassessment of his achievements. As well as looking
at his best known films, it considers neglected works such as Ned Kelly and Joseph Andrews, illustrating how
Richardson remained a champion of the socially marginalised.In mapping out his life and work, from the
English Stage Company to his final films in America, Shail re-establishes Richardson's at the front rank of

British film directors, confirming his contribution to a period of dynamic change in British culture.

Other names that Tony uses includes Tony Lee Richardson Tony L Richardson Tony O Richardson Tony Lee
Roe and Tony L Roe. As of this date Tony is single.
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Tony Richardson Electronics Design is an electronics engineering service in Sydney that can. Richardson
discusses how and why the fullback position diminished over the years the current Jets team being

underappreciated what a coaching change does to a team what happened to the Jets after he retired and his
1993 Auburn Tigers. Taking into account various assets Tonys net worth is greater than 5000 9999 and makes
between 70 79999 a year. Tony has 6 jobs listed on their. USED BY ARRANGEMENT WITH PENGUIN
GROUP USA INC. He was known for the plays Look Back in Anger The Entertainer and A Taste of Honey
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and the movies The Loneliness . Cecil Antonio Tony Richardson 5 June 1928 14 November 1991. A graduate
of Oxford Tony Richardson rose from head of the universitys dramatic society to the pinnacle of the British
film industry during the early 1960s scoring several theatrical successes as a director along the way most
notably Look Back In Anger by John Osborne with whom Richardson would enjoy a long professional

relationship.
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